There is an increasing demand to achieve high resolution STEM imaging at low accelerating voltage to obtain acceptable contrast intensity in observation of nanometer order structure of materials consisting of low atomic number elements [1].
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The combination of the cold field emission scanning electron microscope (CFE-SEM) with in-lens objective lens was one the most suitable configurations to achieve high resolution STEM imaging at low acceleration voltage below 30kV due to the benefit of a small energy spread and small spherical aberration relative to the conventional type SEM. Currently Hitachi's SU9000 is the instrument that meets these criteria ( Figure 1 ). Previous studies using the SU9000 proved the capability to image Si<011> single crystal diffraction spots of the Si (200) In this study, we attempted to obtain higher lattice resolution beyond 0.272 nm with accelerating voltage at 30kV using the through focus technique. We also observed lattice fringes at an accelerating voltage of less than 30 kV. Figure 2 shows a simplified lens diagram of the SU9000.The newly optimized lens parameters and specially designed specimen stub were used in the study to achieve a smaller spherical aberration coefficient (Cs).
A Si<011> single crystal specimen was prepared using the NB5000 FIB-SEM equipped with a unique micro-sampling system. The specimen was thinned down to approximately 30 nm thickness. These results confirmed that an in-lens Cold FE SEM system is useful for structural characterization for most material with minimal radiation beam damage.
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